
M1D6: 
Analyze SMM data 

1.  BE Comm Lab workshop 

2.  Analyze SMM data 

3.  Work on Data summary! 

02/27/20 



Important due dates are approaching! 

• Data summary (15%) 
•  completed in teams and submitted via Stellar 
•  draft due 3/8 at 10p, final revision due 3/22 
•  format in bullet points 
•  Extra Office hours Saturday, March 7 at TBD in 56-302 

• Mini-presentation (5%) 
•  completed individually and submitted via Gmail 
•  due 3/15 at 10p 

• Notebook (part of 10% Homework and Notebook) 
•  due 3/4 at 10p via email to Kevin 

• Blog (part of 5% Participation) 
•  due 3/16 at 10p via Blogspot 



Overview of Mod1 experiments 



Workflow for SMM data analysis 

1.  Align spots using fluorescence on 532 nm channel (sentinel spots) 
•  What is the source of the fluorescence? 

2.  Quantify fluorescence on 635 nm channel 
•  What is the source of the fluorescence? 

3.  Identify ‘hits’ with improbably high fluorescence 
4.  Complete ‘by eye’ analysis of putative hits 



Align SMM using sentinel spots 

•  Slides are printed in block patterns (16 rows x 16 columns) 
•  Each ligand spot is identifiable via intersecting lines between sentinels  



Spots are represented by an array of 
numerical values 

•  Each pixel is represented by 
a number that indicates 
intensity of the signal 
• Computational analysis 

used to define ‘hits’ 



Fluorescence is quantified to identify hits 

•  Foreground: 

• Background: 

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) = μforeground - μbackground 
                                       σbackground  



How will you identify hits from the SMM data? 

First, consider bias that exists in the data set 
•  Across all slides 
•  Within each block 
•  Within each slide 

Then, identify hits with significantly higher fluorescence over background 

 
Lastly, manually confirm hits to eliminate false positives 



Identifying hits with significant fluorescence 

Robust Z-score =                  SNRi-median(SNR) 
 

            median(|SNRi-median(SNR)|)*1.48 

 

median absolute deviation (MAD) 

scale factor for the normal distribution 

Robust Z-scores eliminate the influence of outliers 



Average Z-score calculated for all compounds 



How will you determine a threshold Z-score? 



How will you validate hits? 



For today… 
•  You should have a list of confirmed hits when you leave! 

For M1D7… 
• Outline Future works ideas for Data summary 
• Revise methods section for protocols completed on M1D1– M1D3 
•  Include confirmation digest procedures 



Notes on Implications & Future works… 

•  Implications should relate to the problems / goals in your introduction 

• Be mindful of overreaching the data 

•  Future works should be the ‘next steps’ needed to further the research 



Notes on Methods revision… 

• Minor intermediate steps used in an experimental protocol should not be 
distinct sub-sections 
• Do not include information about tubes or water 
•  Water is the assumed diluent unless otherwise noted 

•  Include  the final concentration (not amount of a stock) 
•  Rather than “added to a final concentration of 1mM” just write “1 mM added” 

•  Provide the actual times for incubations 

• Comments apply to all text 
•  Only specifically addressed first example to be corrected in homework feedback 



Making progress on the Data summary! 
Title: take-home message 
Abstract: Paragraph, NOT in bullet points! 
 
In bullet points: 
Background and Motivation (include citations) 
 
Results and Interpretation 
  
 
 
 
Implications and Future work (include citations) 
 
References (see wiki for format suggestions) 
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Data summary structure / logistics 

•  To be submitted as a powerpoint file! 
•  Change page settings such that ’slides’ are portrait and 8.5” x 11” 
•  Upload to Stellar (draft due Mar 8 at 10pm, revision due Mar 22 at 10pm) 

•  Each figure will be included as a separate Data slide 
•  Image should be at the top of the slide with title and caption 
•  Results / Interpretation text should be included on same slide 
•  Though figures are separated into Data slides, the story should be cohesive 

between figures! 


